Toyota 4runner vsc trac

If you like to reset any maintenance oil light after an oil change. Or any warning light for service
reminder which appears on the display. Write in the search box the car name for which you
want to find information, and find how to reset other service reminders by yourself. This is an
information site where you can solve your car problems. Send us a comment if our procedures
are correctly. If you would have anything to add, for us every opinion counts. Click hear to see
full procedure how do you reset the oil light indicator. How to reset the maintenance light and
how do you reset service light for all Toyota vehicles. I see a lot of information but I never found
where ths site tells you how to reset the VSC Trac warning light. The light on my 03 4Runner
came on when Bank 1 sensor 1 O2 sensor went bad. How is that function performed? Have you
tried to disconnect the battery from the vehicle? If you changed the sensor this is how to reset
all light from the dashboard and so the error will not appear again. It was pretty easy , you can
google it. You use 2 paper clips inserted into the OBD port. The lights have recently came back
on after 2 months. Now I am understanding I may have low brake fluid. Your email address will
not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Skip to content. Reset service light Toyota. Reply Have you tried to disconnect the battery from
the vehicle? Reply Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Papaobewon answered 5 years ago. My 4 runner and other Toyota cars will do same! The
problem? Gas cap not on correctly! Because system for gasoline is airtight to reduce
emmissions! Take off cap rescrew on until it clicks once, then, disconnect positive battery cable
for seconds. Reattach cable lights should go off once car starts! Hong answered 5 years ago.
Patrick answered 2 years ago. Have this issue on my 13 4Runner, gas cap worked for a short
time, but they come back. Anyone have any suggestions? Rachel answered 2 years ago. We
have had the same gas cap had it looked at and tightened it and even tried a new one and it
didn't fix anything. GuruCMP1Z answered about a year ago. The first time I had this issue was
fixed by making a home made flat round rubber gasket made out from an inner rubber tubing of
a bicycle. This is about. If I remember it right , it probably lasted 5 or more years, until now. This
did not make sense due to their relationship but I went ahead and replaced the first home made
gasket but increased the outer diameter to about 3 inches. After disconnecting and
reconnecting the battery as mentioned above, it fixed all 3 lights. The gas cap only clicked once
compared to the continuous clicks on the fist home made one and is also tighter. I'll wait and
see how long will this second one last. GuruC3TNS answered about a year ago. So instead, I
wish good karma to you. Papaobewon's suggestion also fixed the same issue on my 4 runner
very quickly. Thank you so much, as the toyota dealership wanted me to leave it with them for
hours, and who knows how much money to diagnose. ChemicalFx answered about a year ago.
Gas cap battery thing did the job. Thank You Papaobewon. Lights out! Betsy answered about a
year ago. Papaobewon, you are a genius! Thanks so much for saving us another charge. It
worked as you said! I hope you still get on here! Nahgoa answered about a year ago. All hail
papaobewon his suggestion fixed my problem as well may the wind be at your back and the sun
shining on your face good karma the force is with him! Trace2Sophie answered about a year
ago. Worked like a charm. Got new gas cap and undid positive battery terminal for a minute.
Thank you and Google search!!! CyBiL answered about a year ago. Disconnecting the battery
and reconnecting it will turn off the warning lights no matter what That doesn't mean the
problem is fixed. So, that post is NOT brilliant or genius. Try again. Guru1JQK9 answered about
a year ago. Took my 4-Runner to the dealer, who verified through their diagnostic computer I
had an emission sensor alarm due to a non-standard locking gas cap. They replaced the gas
cap and reset the warning light. They said if the alarm persists with the new gas cap, it may be
an indicator of a faulty sensor. No issues since. GuruNTQ7T answered about a year ago.
Replaced old gas cap ,which did not fit snugly, from the dealer. Got home pulled the positive
cable from the battery for about 60 seconds.. This is a common issue and can happen if a good
gas cap is not properly tightened on the filler neck. Could as mean a bad coil pack, any issue
with check engine light will make VSC lights come on. The gas cap was a lucky guess, but not
always the issue. When engine light comes on it means the PCM performed a test on emissions,
and other areas with sensors, o2 sensors, misfires, cam position, ect the test has to fail three
times to pop the engine light on. You should never have to disconnect battery, the PCM will
perform tests again once certain parameters are met, and light will go out all by itself if fix was
correct. Hokiedokie answered about a year ago. On two separate occasions, probably seven
years apart with our 4wd 4Runner, theproblem was a misaligned gas cap. The first time, the
dealer service rep told us to go home and give it about a week. Everything went away. Second
time, the problem was a little more persistent. Never did anyone at the dealer state check engine
light always lights the VSC lights. I have a 4Runner. Again this is my 2ns 4Runner. I put , miles
on the first. I have driven this thing for at least drive cycles and probably 70 - miles. What do

you guys think? Thanks guys. Turns out problem was an O2 sensor. I then did the battery
disconnect fault clear. GuruKDY9P answered about a year ago. I have a Toyota four runner
limited turned car on this am and saw the trac off light and check engine light on went to auto
zone got the code for gas cap bought new gas cap from auto zone put on disconnected battery
reconnected and lights still on idk what to do next anybody know what next step would be? I
recommend getting obsessed read again. First read may have masked another problem. If
another sensor failed, it would be another code. I did the job myself. I like working on my cars
and I had the time. David answered about a year ago. Dealer replaced my gas cap twice, after
the second time of replacement not fixing it, they found a rubber vacuum line with a pin hole
leak that they replaced and it has been good ever since. Guru2B6VD answered 11 months ago.
My runner V8 engine 4. Hokiedokie answered 11 months ago. What was the code on the OBD? If
you replaced all your sensors, and you still get a code that translates to an oxygen sensor, that
sensor is possibly bad. Resistance should be single digit ohms. I think you may find an open
reading infinite ohms. Good luck! Shack answered 10 months ago. Hi there I have a limited
4Runner I took it to change the fuel pump then from there the check engine light and trac light
are on what can be causing this issue. GuruJ66G8 answered 6 months ago. Papaobewon what
he said just worked on my 4 runner. I was terrified when I saw the check engine light on. Thank
you so much Papaobewon. GuruC answered 5 months ago. Papaobewon, I just had the same
issue on my Toyota 4Runner gas cap was loose I tightened it took off the positive wire from the
battery for one minute Started my engine and the lights are gone. Thank you so much for your
tip. Richard answered 5 months ago. I always heard it was a bad idea to disconnect the positive
battery cable--shorting out of sensitive electronics, etc. Why wouldn't you just disconnect the
negative cable instead? Guru9WY answered 6 days ago. This youtube video is very helpful. I
had the same problem you all are talking about with my 01 4Runner for years until I found this
video. The lights went off right away, it's been 3 years now. I love my 4Runner, i am sure you do
to. Good luck. What does this mean? My car will tend to shake when my car is completely
stopped. When I go on the freeway My Check engine light along with the trac control and 2 other
lights came on a lot. I ended up replacing the gas cap. Worked for a couple months. I have
4Runner. I have replaced gas cap, no luck. Last week i replaced t I have a Toyota 4runner with
about xxx miles. I just had the ignition coils and spark plugs replaced. On my way home tonight,
my engine light, vsc trac and track off lights all came on. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Toyota 4Runner question. Search Toyota 4Runner Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Toyota
Land Cruiser 1 listing. Used Cars for Sale. The other day, about 10 seconds after starting my
Toyota 4Runner SU with a little over , miles on it, the VSC Track, Trac Off, ABS and Emergency
Brake light all came on, as well as a continuous alarm sound emitted primarily from the
left-hand side of the steering wheel. Turning the car off and back on did not help. Took it for a
test drive to see how it handled, and after about 15 minutes I noticed the brake pad locking up. I
had to press down hard on it for the car to slow down. I turned the car off for about 2 minutes,
started it again, and the alarm and all those lights came back on, but after about 15 seconds it
all stopped; the alarm, the lights, and the brake was working just fine. This has happened on
two occasions, with about 5 days in between each event. As a side note, my check tire pressure
and "MAINT" light have been on for a few weeks now as well, but we've had a cold weather spell
and I haven't had a chance to check the tires, and I just recently had an oil change and assume
they just failed to reset the "MAINT" gage. However, I wanted to mention this in case it's related
to the issue with the alarm, brakes and other lights coming on Is this still happening? Just
happened to my husband this AM. All the lights and the siren - went for a few minutes then it
stopped and seems fine to him. Wondering if you had more repairs? I haven't checked it yet, but
we haven't had this happened anymore Kens-toyota: it has been about 2 weeks since it has
happened, so hopefully it were 2 isolated incidents. I was told by two private mechanic shops
and a Toyota dealership that it could be isolated occurrences, or a sensor going bad, or the
ABS or computer system needing repair. That latter would be the worst case scenario. I'll
provide an update should this happen again. I appreciate the responses! Great to hear that you
didn't have occur a lot! Ours is using key. I called Toyota as well and he said because we had
unusual cold temps this am it could of affected it. That we shouldn't worry. We are at , so
interesting that it's happening to us both at that Mileage! Hello , Did you ever figure out what
was wrong? My Toyota 4Runner is doing the exact same thing. Thank you. My wife Toyota

4runner has the alarm going off and the abs light is on and brake light. And the trak light. And
the trak light Has no brakes goes all the way to the floor. She was driving when the warnings
came on. A minute later, the car in front of her hit their brakes to avoid another car. She hit her
brakes and, when they didn't respond and her brake pedal got hard, she swerved into the next
lane. Thank God, there were no other cars around and she ended up hitting the car in front of
her. The owner's manual says to "stop immediately and contact Toyota dealer. Guru87FQ
answered 2 years ago. Rob answered 2 years ago. Weston answered 2 years ago. My 4runner
hit just over , miles. Then all the sudden I heard beeping, the dash light up with all the warming
light, then about 2 minutes later, the engine stopped. I had it in the shop for a full inspection and
fixes a few months ago so I'm not sure what could cause that. Vegasmx answered 2 years ago.
Did replacing the motor under brake fluid solve the problem? My 4 Runner is doing the same
thing. The high pitch sound happens almost every time I turn on the car. VickiSV13 answered
about a year ago. My Lexus Rx just did it. Have 57, miles on it. Just had in for regular maint
about a month ago. Did this several years ago and not again til now? Ricquesgirl answered
about a year ago. No alarms though? Any thoughts? Same issues with my 4runner. Ricky, can
you be more specific about the parts that need to be changed? You mention replacing a "motor
under brake fluid or computer next to e brake under dash". Thanks in advance. GuruL2G2M
answered about a year ago. The same thing just happened to me I have about , miles on it , , it
was driving OK I pulled out of my driveway into my neighborhood and luckily before I pulled out
onto the busy road I decided to back up and test it and suddenly my brakes completely went out
I had to use the emergency break and out of panic I slammed it into park. Can anyone update
how they fixed it and cost? BradleyRunner answered about a year ago. Siokg87 answered about
a year ago. I too need updates. My 07 Camry hybrid started doing this today at work, I deliver. I
have a 4Runner SR5, when my husband accidentally drained the transmission fluid when
changing the oil oops! Apparently a common issue with the arrangement of the undercarriage 6
years ago I took it to a Toyota dealership because they were the only ones who could replace
the transmission fluid and they replaced If Im not mistaken, that is what it was and that was
because there was a recall on it. But 2 years ago I had the issue of all my lights coming on, no
warning alarm, and I read to unplug the battery cable and then if the lights go off it is fine. Once
the delayed acceleration started happening I pulled over checked fluids etc all seemed fine,
decided to go to a friends house to let car cool off some and check out then Eleesa answered
about a year ago. With the exact same story. Whatever it is they were not in a hurry to figure it
out. Same problem for at least 5 years on several different models. I thought I had read about a
recall for our years for this matter but when I asked my local toyota dealer he kinda laughed and
informed me it would cost me at least Brooks answered about a year ago. Been having the same
problem for two years. No mechanic could fix it. Extra smoke was coming out of the exhaust. It
was stuck in 4lo, check engine, etc. Over 2 years these are the similarities. Extreme
tempsâ€”hottest days or coldest days. Sudden stops. Sitting for a weekend or minimal driving.
These combined factors make it happen. When some conditions are met. My solution is to
disconnect the negative terminal for 5 mins to reset it. It works fine for months. Sometimes it
resets on its own, sometimes I disconnect the terminal. Johnny answered 10 months ago.
Having all the issues mentioned in 4Runner. I have disconnected battery and it resets. This has
happened twice.. Kerri answered 8 months ago. Turn the key to on the on position, don't start
the truck, have someone pump the brakes. Open the hood and listen for the electric motor on
the bottom of the brake booster. It's under the brake fluid reservoir, the black cylindrical thing. If
the motor is not running, that's your problem. Remove the motor. Get it rebuilt for like bucks at
any place that rebuilds electrical motors. If the motor is running constantly, its the accumulator
that is bad. Had a local mechanic replace both of these parts, charged me 2 hours worth of labor
Really the motor and accumulator are the only 2 parts of the brake booster that go bad, please
don't spend the 3 grand the dealer chargers to replace the whole assembly. Cajun4sr5
answered 6 months ago. My sons 4-Runner SR5 with K miles just did exactly the same as
described in all above posts. NomijillToyota answered 4 months ago. Hi All, I have a similar
symptom with the lights. I have the additional behavior of a pulsing of the brake pads and a
weakening of the car's ability to stop. This is intermittent, as others have reported, and while it
starts with the lights, the bad braking may continue for a while. Stopping the car and starting
seems to change the behavior and hard braking is not necessary to start it. This occurred
shortly after a significant brake job which included rotors, pads, and calipers. Josh answered 3
months ago. My toyota 4runner started doing the same the alarm, VSC Track, track off, abs,
brakes and check engine.. I read the code and it said that are the transmission solenoid. I don't
know if that What does this mean? My car will tend to shake when my car is completely
stopped. When I go on the freeway My check engine light, vsc trac light and the esp light
suddenly came on in my sr5 v8 4Runner. I was at a stand still in traffic at this time. I have

4Runner. I have replaced gas cap, no luck. Last week i replaced t Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Toyota 4Runner question. Search Toyota 4Runner Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Toyota
Land Cruiser 1 listing. Used Cars for Sale. VSC Trac light keeps showing on our 4 runner dash
board. Kindly tell us what this means. Is it danger sign? Kurt answered 8 years ago. All these
are connected together and use mostly the same computer and sensors. It is nothing to panic
about but you should have it looked at. This is a safety system on the car to prevent loss of
control in slippery conditions or in the event of a tire blow out or evasive maneuver. Typically a
speed sensor is a cause of the light, a week battery has been known to turn the light on dues to
low voltage at start up. Also, make sure your not driving around on a flat tire. PS My 4runner
Limited has , miles and still drives like new. I like to brag about it. Guru5HJ8H answered 3 years
ago. Guru5KPCY answered 3 years ago. I'm phoning the mechanic now! I have a 4runner with k
miles on it, and it runs like a top. IdlyRove answered 3 years ago. Danette answered 2 years ago.
Rutger, my has , and going strong even through the abuse. Love that guy. I have this
intermittently on my I disconnect the battery ground for 30 minutes and it goes away for a while.
I get a check engine and the two vsc notifications. PS I have , miles on my 4 Runner. Just
changed my oil and it was full on pre-change inspection. Runs like a I have a Toyota 4runner
with about xxx miles. I just had the ignition coils and spark plugs replaced. On my way home
tonight, my engine light, vsc trac and track off lights all came on. What does this mean? My car
will tend to shake when my car is completely stopped. When I go on the freeway My check
engine light, vsc trac light and the esp light suddenly came on in my sr5 v8 4Runner. I was at a
stand still in traffic at this time. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. What
does VSC Trac mean? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Toyota 4Runner question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Toyota 4Runner. Get Started. Search Toyota 4Runner Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Discussion in ' 4th Gen
4Runners ' started by Dfraley , Apr 8, Log in or Sign up. Toyota 4Runner Forum [4Runners.
Welcome to 4Runners. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to
register for a FREE account. Or can I fix it? Reclamp or replace CV boot? Post Reply. Ive done
zero point on VSC lights. They come back on. This lead me to research the issue, turns out that
the vehicle computer shuts off stability control if there is an issue with how the engine is
performing. The codes I'm getting now are bank 2 cat. Is that something I can easily replace
myself with a little bit of determination? Or should I take it to a mechanic and bend over?
Dfraley , Apr 8, I had the same lights come on. It turned out to be the gas cap. Bought a new one
from the dealer, and solved the problem on ours. RonT4R likes this. Joined: Apr 12, Member:
Messages: 3. I had the same issue. I replaced the gas cap, and the battery, which solved the
problem. This was on a V8 4WD with k miles. Went to dealer and they said it was emission
related. I hit a stump hard the day before and had a large dent in the catalitic converter. They
turned of the light but said it will probably come back on. Also said that I was probably polluting
more than others now. Anyone know how to turn off these lights? Did they say how much the
repair would cost? Also implied that it is no big deal. In VA where i'm at you gotta pass
emissions, otherwise they won't renew your plates. Hope it works out quickly, and you don't
have an issue. In SC with no emissions laws. Anyone know a cheaper way to replace cats? I'm
battling these codes with my ' Its not the gas cap either. Auto Zone will do the test for free. It
provides a complete "snap shot" of everything at the split second the code is triggered, from
the water temp to the oil pressure. So, no, it wasn't my intake manifold gasket, no it wasn't the
fuel injector O rings, no it wasn't the gas cap and no it wasn't the MAF, what it was, it was the
fuel pump, which the shop that did all the needless shit concluded was fine. He said I was about
to burn the pistons up and ruin the motor. Last edited: Oct 4, Hey guys, have the same issues
with my Within 6 months I have replaced gas cap, fuel tank filler and charcoal cannister. My
lights popped up this morning! Checked gas cap. Tried turning it off and on. Still lights are
there. Any other suggestions? Jen76 , Oct 4, Jen76 likes this. Thank you. I did end up buying
one. See picture. Jen76 , Oct 5, Okay so this is an awesome timely thread! Instead of posting my
own, let's see if I can get some feedback traction here in the same boat So I've had a dash like a

christmas tree since 2 months after buying my truck 5 years ago. Pulled several codes, and the
longer I waited the more cascading codes came about. Vehicle runs fine, just annoying. I recall
early on when we did the codes it started with O2 sensors. Then others I've forgotten everything
b'c it was never a problem. I haven't done the O2 sensors b'c well, I'm "frugal. The new
mechanic knows I like to do a lot of my own work pulled it as cam shaft position sensor bank 1.
Here's my thought I've got not behavioral symptoms. Wouldn't a bad CSP sensor give me some
kind of symptomology at some point in the last several years? One CSP sensor is much better
than 4 O2 sensors Any ideas, or questions to pin to me, are appreciated. Those I've read both
O2 and cam sensor can trigger to disable, as mentioned above. You replaced gas cap? I
assume. I replaced mine twice and the filler tank. Jen76 , Oct 15, Yknow, I never have. Maybe bc
it just seemed too far off and w the codes Guess I should give it a shot at this stage I can always
take it back! Lol Before I get to digging, were there any specific parameters to be sure of
besidesjust a regular plastic gas cap? Thx for calling me on the carpet! Oem gas cap. Got mine
cheap on Amazon. I replaced it cleared codes and all good. No go on the cap. Seemed to stay
off for a half second after the truck started, came back on. Did a reset battery disconnect , came
back on after about 20 seconds. Drove w it for about 40min to see if it would self reset, no luck.
Worth a try though! Straight to CSP sensor? Or any other thoughts? Saw this forum and wanted
to give a reply to hopefully help out anyone with these issues This isnt a gas cap, its more than
likely the upstream O2 sensor on the passenger's side Bank 2, Sensor 1. I have nothing against
these stores, I use them a lot, but for auto parts that arent as frequently purchased like an O2
sensor , youll spend way more than you need to. Go to rockauto and youll spend maybe 30 or
40 per sensor. Try to replace the sensor first. Sometimes they fail or get a bad read ive even
heard of people asking their mechanic to clean off the sensor thats already on there I didnt go
this route. Now, after putting on the sensor, I drove for about 50 or so miles. Initially, the light
went off. But, of course, it came back on. Like you, swimupstream , I had a foul odor from the
exhaust, especially at WOT on the highway most noticeable with my back window down. Did
some more research, and learned that the foul smell is coming from the cat starting to go. I
didnt want to have to replace it, because it passed emissions, but it became a necessity. The
thing about the V8 4runner not sure about all the other ones is that there are multiple cats.
Upstream and downstream. For the V8s, there is a cat attached to both exhaust manifolds. I
wasnt wanting to risk the same issue occurring if I replaced the wrong part, so I decided it was
time to change the cats on the passenger's side. Since the faulty read was coming from the
Bank 2, Sensor 1 location, and it didnt clear when changing sensors, I figured it was time to
change the exhaust manifold. There were more affordable options, I went with a better quality
part because I dont want the same trouble within the next k miles Its completely up to the buyer
and their budget. But not all of these issues are fixable with just a gas cap replacement
unfortunately, because it would be much more affordable. Like most people, I want to save
money and buy the part myself, even if I have to take it to the shop for the labor portion. Last
edited: Dec 17, Nmste4r , Dec 17, Vonhetzer , Feb 14, Just thought I'd add my experience in here
as well, this was a very helpful thread for me to read. I did get a diagnostic from a parts store,
and while I can't remember the exact code, I remember it being emissions related. I first tried the
battery terminal suggestion. Lights went off, but then came on a day or so later and stayed on.
Tried this multiple times, same result. I tried the gap cap suggestion, lights never went off. It
was a quick and cheap option and the lights have been off for over six months! Thank goodness
it wasn't the O2 sensors! Show Ignored Content. Bar's Leaks Transmission Repair - 16 oz.
Nolathane REV Denso New Compressor with Clutch. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? When you make purchases through links on this site, The Track Ahead may earn an
affiliate commission. Also, these posts are based off my own experiences. I am not responsible
for any action you take as a result of reading this. Learn More. However, this has been a
completely different story. Not only was I not able to specifically pinpoint the issue causing the
engine codes, I also could not find much useful information online. I normally search t4r.
Surprisingly, there were only a handful of cases in which both codes come on at the same time.
The information that I did find online provided little to no value to me. Some forums had people
who have the two P and P codes, but they would also have other codes at the same time.
Honestly, I side with the vet, as the gas cap really has no relation to the air fuel sensor system. I
also tried reaching out via private message to people who have posted threads on forums about
this issue to see if they ever resolved the problem, but I found no luck there. The P and P codes
lead to a potential issue with the air fuel sensors in the car. I checked the codes on obd-codes.
The I went to a shop that specializes in Toyota and had them diagnose the issue, but they
decided that I should replace both air fuel sensors. I had them do that work and it did nothing.
The two codes still showed up. Not wanting to pay them for additional time to diagnose and try

to find the problem, I chose to take my car back. I would recommend before you start replacing
parts unless it is super cheap to do so , you should do proper testing of the components before
you start shelling out money aimlessly. If you end up getting either the P or P codes
individually, then it is very likely due to the failure of one of your sensors. I talked and met with
Daniel who would agree to diagnose the issue. I felt confident about his abilities while talking to
him when I dropped the car off and we had a good discussion about what the next steps should
be. He gave me a few options, and I decided to go with the option to buy a used ECU off eBay
and to replace it myself simple replacement. I purchased one, replaced it, reset the codes, and
the two dreaded codes still came up. Luckily, I was able to return it to the seller on eBay. I spoke
with Daniel over the phone about it and he felt bad saying that he really thought that would have
been it. He did some research on his own accord to see if he could find anything out. He even
offered to take a look at it again, which I agreed to since I was so desperate to get this thing
fixed. His initial troubleshooting followed a troubleshooting procedure, but this time around he
decided to do his own testing of the circuity. He got back to me later that day saying that there
were some continuity issues at one particular location. Although it was disappointing to hear
that it was not fixed, I was optimistic as I knew it was possible to get the codes to disappear
finally even if it was by jumping the relay contacts. It was at this time that I felt I really needed to
look at the circuitry of the air-fuel sensor system. I also learned that some of the circuit
diagrams that I was using were not fully correct. Although the diagrams indicated it was for the
1GR-FE engine which is what I own , it did not match some of the others that I found that were
specific to my Toyota 4Runner. In the end, I realize that there was a mistake made on those
diagrams that I found online, and that I should stick to the circuit diagrams that specifically
indicate my Year, Make, and Model. Entire circuit wiring diagram for a Toyota 4Runner available
here as a zip file. Here are some multimeters on Amazon. I already had the air fuel sensors
replaced, so I knew those were good. This narrowed it down to either the relays or the wiring.
The relays are the easiest of the two so I looked at those. By using various wires and clamps, I
performed this test and was able to hear and even feel the relay activate and deactivate. I busted
out my multimeter and began using the circuit wiring diagrams above to check continuity
across all circuits. A pitfall I ran into was looking at circuit diagrams that were not fully correct
even though it indicated it was for this particular vehicle. After much frustration with the wiring
not making sense, I pulled the specific circuit wiring diagram from the zip file I provided above
for the Toyota 4Runner. Starting off with the circuit diagrams that I knew were completely
correct, I was able to do a true continuity test across the wiring in the air fuel sensor system. I
pulled trim pieces inside the cabin to get access to the wiring along the way, and checked
continuity over-and-over again until I found the culprit. I discovered that the wiring that runs
through the firewall circled in red below had a break in it. Basically there was damage to the
wire inside of the firewall, which caused discontinuity in the wire between the ECU and the
relays in the fuse box. Position of parts diagram which helps me identify the exact locations of
the wiring and any connectors along the way. Since I had no access to within the firewall, and
the wiring in the engine compartment was hidden within the loom that ran to the fuse box, I had
to run new wiring through the firewall to underneath the fuse box. I ran a new larger gauge wire
through the firewall by taking apart a metal clothes hanger, and guided the wire through with it.
The new larger gauge wire is the black wire you see below. This view is from the engine
compartment looking at the firewall. The fuse box was a pain in the arse to take apart. There are
4 tabs that needed to be depressed while pulling the fuse box into two pieces. After it was
removed, this is what it looks like. If you have had a similar problem, feel free to reach out to me
and I can try to help. I know how frustrating such an ordeal can be. Scott enjoys fixing and
improving cars, motorcycles, and his home in his spare time. He does his best to transcribe his
journey as he navigates across unknown territory, finds himself in peculiar predicaments, and
figures out how things work in the process. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. I know it takes a long time to troubleshoot wiring problems
and you did a great job. Great info. Can you please let me know the part of Denso Sensor as
Part that you listed is not for V8. Hi Scott. Finally I found something that could help me. Great
post btw. I have some problems like yours but the other way around. I have a FJC but as I can
see from yours diagram we seem to have the same electrical system. Only way to make them go
off is to cut power to the ECU. Then its all good for a while, sometimes one day, sometimes two
or three days. I got the same fault lights as you but not always. Tryed to talk with Toyota
mecanics but they only says I should bring it in but I see money disappering if I do that. If you
have any info for me how to go on with my troubleshooting it would be most helpful. I have
been in contact with them but they said they never heard of this problem. My plan is to rule out
any other troubles I may have so I am sure whats wrong before I get back to URD and claim any
faults in their parts. I got a toyota 4runner and i have a check engine the code is p and after

trying to reset it it comes back on in less then a minute. Very good post!! Weird because this
has been on now for over miles yet the Pending ones have not disdapeared and confirmed
themselves. Please consider subscribing. You won't receive any spam, only an email notifying
you whenever a new post is published. The Track Ahead. Old and new ECU. Fuse box diagram
for a 4th Generation Toyota 4Runner. Scott Lam Scott enjoys fixing and improving cars,
motorcycles, and his home in his spare time. View Post. Notify of. Oldest Newest Most Voted.
Inline Feedbacks. View Replies 1. Scott Lam. Greatly appreciate the comment. It certainly is a
painstaking process! View Replies 5. Scott; Great info. Thanks, Ming. View Replies 2. View
Replies 7. Per Larsen. I am Swedish so my english may have more to wish. Hope you
understand. View Replies 4. View Replies 3. Search for: Search. Remember Me? Site Navigation.
On my way home from work, all three of these lights came on and will not go out. Any ideas
before I take this in for warranty service? This is an '04 SR5 V6. Is your gas cap on tight? I
remember reading a post where a member drove off with the gas cap off and the idiot lights
came on Gas cap is tight 2 clicks. I removed and replaced it so we will see if this goes away
tomorrow morning. Maybe it's just my imagination This could easily happen if your using one of
the oil based air cleaners elements and oil builds up on the mass flow components. Gas cap
would just cause a 'check engine' light. Is anything flashing? Sounds like a sensor went bad
somewhere. I noticed tonight that the check engine light comes on and stays on after I start the
engine. I never see the VSC indicator slippery road indicator appear, even on wet, sandy streets
while driving now Maybe the VSC sensor went bad? I'll contact the dealer tomorrow and update
everyone as soon as I know Kevin, I had a similar problem with mine. It started the day after I
picked it up. Same lights went on. I ended up bringing it to the dealer THREE times before they
figured it out so you may want to suggest this to them , but it was actually a loose connection
somehwere on the exhaust system. But in order to fix it, they literally blew fog or smoke or
something down the line, until they found a small leak. Hope that helps. I have an appointment
to bring it in on Monday. All the service manager said was once that check engine light is on
and stays on, all other lights really don't give any indication. Thanks everyone! Man, what is up
with these 4runners??? I have a 4runner Sport and lastnight I had the same exact problem. I
find it very ironic that we are all experiencing the same problem at the same time. A few weeks
back, my sunroof busted and I looked on this forum and it seems I wasn't alone with the
sunroof problem. Sure enough other people had the same problem withing weeks apart. Have
them look at the exhaust fittings like ksneubec mentioned. It took them about a day to figure it
out and on the invoice it mentioned that a sensor had to be replaced. Good luck and let us know
what happens. And the Verdict is: Oxygen sensor in back of one of the cats. Tech showed me
the code on their computer when he plugged it into my 4Runner. This is how the tech explained
and showed me how this works. Engine side sensor monitors "dirty air", muffler side sensor
monitors "clean air". If either sensor or either side fails, it throws the CEL. Makes sense to this
point, right? So I asked the question, why disable these systems if the CEL is lit? He said he did
not have a direct answer but basically Toyota thought if the CEL light was on, any system that
directly put a load on the engine that wasn't necessary should be disabled which also means
that the DAC might also not work to prevent further damage to the engine. I asked one more
question for all you modification happy people who don't like VSC. Can I purposefully disable
the VSC? No officially. Djana Tugan. I had exactly same problem two weeks ago with my '04
4runner. They replaced the sensor but ONE week later another sensor went off. It is going to be
replaced today. Thanks for updating us with the diagnosis - just experienced the exact same
issue on my '02 Runner this evening. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are
GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or service names references in this web site
are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners.
Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of Thread Tools. View
Public Profile. Find More Posts by sharp4runr. Spider5 Member. Quote: Originally posted by
sharp4runr Is your gas cap on tight? Find More Posts by Spider5. Bluto Senior Member. Find
More Posts by Bluto. Find More Posts by ksneubec. Let us know what they tell you. Find More
Posts by kwan Djana Tugan Junior Member. Find More Posts by Djana Tugan. Join Date: Dec
Posts: 1. Thanks for the update Thanks for updating us with the diagnosis - just experienced the
exact same issue on my '02 Runner this evening. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. User Name:
Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Remember
Me? Site Navigation. Originally Posted by zamboknee. Here's what happened with my VSC and
check engine situation: Needed a new solenoid and valve body in the transmission. My idle is
lower too now. Anyone's idle hovering around rpm? I've got a SR5 V8 4wd. I take it to Auto Zone
to get the code read. It shows a faulty bank 2 sensor 1 O2 sensor. After another trip there
because they sold me the wrong one, I replace it and unplug the battery to reset the code. One
thing I've noticed is that those two lights come on quicker than when the check engine light was

coming on. Any ideas as to what is wrong? I've taken it to Auto Zone but no codes are coming
up. Took it to my usual shop, they tightened a battery cable and that seemed to fix it. Lights
came back on. He said that they found when recal'ing a similar year Camry that sometimes the
computer would seize and need to be replaced but they haven't had to do it to Forerunner
before. Recalibrating the ECM for now, obviously, and hoping that does it. Does anyone know
how much a valve body typically is at a NON dealer shop? Just had the same thing happen to
my 07' T4R. And the Verdict is: Oxygen sensor in back of one of the cats. Tech showed me the
code on their computer when he plugged it into my 4Runner. This is how the tech explained and
showed me how this works. Engine side sensor monitors "dirty air", muffler side sensor
monitors "clean air". If either sensor or either side fails, it throws the CEL. Makes sense to this
point, right? So I asked the question, why disable these systems if the CEL is lit? He said he did
not have a direct answer but basically Toyota thought if the CEL light was on, any system that
directly put a load on the engine that wasn't necessary should be disabled which also means
that the DAC might also not work to prevent further damage to the engine. I asked one more
question for all you modification happy people who don't like VSC. Can I purposefully disable
the VSC? No officially. Problem solved. General Kornilov. Originally Posted by alaskaman. I
attempted the gas cap trick and to no avail, still had the codes. I had an idea that it wasn't that,
as I could smell my exhaust and it definitely smelled a little off rich. Got the codes read and one
of the O2 sensors was dead- which explains the rich smell. Replaced that and fixed a minor
exhaust leak that was found in the process. Everything is all good now. Same Lights, but
different problem? Glad to hear I'm not the only one experiencing this. I have an 07' 4Runner,
and those lights ALL came on the other day on my way to work. After work I was on my way
home, lights still on, and I stopped at a gas station. It was making the clicking noise, so it was
trying. Figured maybe the battery just needed a quick jump. After getting jumped the car started
fine, but then ALL of my lights started coming on. Eventually had to get the car towed to the
nearest place, and they said my alternator was bad. I figured that made sense since the battery
was NOT holding a charge, so I had them replace the alternator, make sure the battery was
good, they checked around the engine, mentioned a small radiator leak but said that as long as i
keep up on the coolant and make sure it doesn't get worse, I can wait until my next payday for
repairs. I'm terrified right now that Something more serious is wrong, but hoping that it's just a
simple thing that was caused by the alternator going bad originally, or the fact that the radiator
has the small leak in it. Literally can't afford any more right now because of the previous tow
and alternator replacement. Thank you! Last edited by bugsytheblack; at PM. Originally Posted
by bugsytheblack. Could it be something that simple you think? The Gas Cap seems to be
functioning fine and is on nice and tight. I DID, however just notice when looking under the
hood that the plastic cap to the coolant reservoir wasn't on all the way. Haven't had a chance to
drive the car yet as I am at work, but could that possibly cause those lights to come on? The
thing which changed it for me was disconnecting and reconnecting the battery and adding the
gas cap from Toyota. Take out the gas cap and lubricate the o ring with some teflon grease,
then tighten it back up and after a few minutes or so of driving that should go away. Worked for
me. He told me the next day that his check engine light and trac and vsc lights were on. I didn't
think about it and went and got the codes checked. My son txt me the next day and told me all
the lights were off. Anyway - everything's working and all good to go. BB code is On. Smilies
are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or service
names references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User
Tag List. Page 8 of Thread Tools. Quote: Originally Posted by zamboknee Here's what happened
with my VSC and check engine situation: Needed a new solenoid and valve body in the
transmission. View Public Profile. Find More Posts
mini cooper wheel bearing replacement
porsche 944 picture
dieselstop forum
by zamboknee. Find More Posts by rogerroger. Quote: Originally Posted by zamboknee Took it
to my usual shop, they tightened a battery cable and that seemed to fix it. Laiylo Junior Member.
Find More Posts by Laiylo. Find More Posts by alaskaman. General Kornilov Member. Find More
Posts by General Kornilov. Chewbaccam Junior Member. Find More Posts by Chewbaccam.
Find More Posts by bugsytheblack. Quote: Originally Posted by alaskaman get a new gas cap
unhook the battery put the new one on hook up the battery see if that works. Quote: Originally
Posted by bugsytheblack Could it be something that simple you think? Quote: Originally Posted
by alaskaman The thing which changed it for me was disconnecting and reconnecting the
battery and adding the gas cap from Toyota. Join Date: Mar Location: nj Posts: Find More Posts

by ianf5. Djdavis Junior Member. Find More Posts by Djdavis Posting Rules. Similar Threads.
User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor.

